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My Relationship to the Covenant breakout session 

1. From amongst all mankind hath He chosen you, and your eyes have been opened to the 

light of guidance and your ears attuned to the music of the Company above; and blessed 

by abounding grace, your hearts and souls have been born into new life. Thank ye and 

praise ye God that the hand of infinite bestowals hath set upon your heads this gem-

studded crown, this crown whose lustrous jewels will forever flash and sparkle down all 

the reaches of time.  Selections from the Writings of Abdu'l-Baha, p. 35 

 

 

2. As befitting thanks for such a bounty, stand ye staunch and strong in the Covenant…  
Selections from the Writings of Abdu'l-Baha, p. 125 

 

3. Ultimately, it is the Covenant that is the guarantor of the spiritual health  and vitality of 

the community.  Universal House of Justice 

Breakout Room – Total Time 40 minutes 

The promise:  10 minutes 

4. O wayfarer in the path of God! Take thou thy portion of the ocean of His grace, and 

deprive not thyself of the things that lie hidden in its depths. Be thou of them that have 

partaken of its treasures. A dewdrop out of this ocean would, if shed upon all that are in 

the heavens and on the earth, suffice to enrich them with the bounty of God, the 

Almighty, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise. With the hands of renunciation draw forth 

from its life-giving waters, and sprinkle therewith all created things, that they may be 

cleansed from all man-made limitations and may approach the mighty seat of God, this 

hallowed and resplendent Spot.  Gleanings p. 279 

What is God offering us in this quote? 

What conditions do we need to stive for in order to be able to take our portion? 

 

Our Part  30 minutes 

5. Whenever My laws appear like the sun in the heaven of Mine utterance, they must be 

faithfully obeyed by all… Gleanings from the Writings of Baha'u'llah, p. 332 

 

6. The duty to obey the laws brought by Bahá’u’lláh for a new age, then, rests primarily on 

the individual believer. It lies at the heart of the relationship of the lover and the Beloved; 

“Observe My commandments, for the love of My beauty,” is Bahá’u’lláh’s exhortation. 

Yet what is expected in this connection is effort sustained by earnest desire, not 

instantaneous perfection. The qualities and habits of thought and action that characterize 

Bahá’í life are developed through daily exertion. “Bring thyself to account each day”, 
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writes Bahá’u’lláh. “Let each morn be better than its eve”, He advises, “and each morrow 

richer than its yesterday.” The friends should not lose heart in their personal struggles to 

attain to the Divine standard, nor be seduced by the argument that, since mistakes will 

inevitably be made and perfection is impossible, it is futile to exert an effort. They are to 

steer clear of the pitfalls of hypocrisy, on the one hand—that is, saying one thing yet 

doing another—and heedlessness, on the other— that is, disregard for the laws, ignoring 

or explaining away the need to follow them. So too is paralysis engendered by guilt to be 

avoided; indeed, preoccupation with a particular moral failing can, at times, make it more 

challenging for it to be overcome. 

What the friends need to remember in this respect is that, in their efforts to achieve 

personal growth and to uphold Bahá’í ideals, they are not isolated individuals, 

withstanding alone the onslaught of the forces of moral decay operating in society. They 

are members of a purposeful community, global in scope, pursuing a bold spiritual 

mission—working to establish a pattern of activity and administrative structures suited to 

a humanity entering its age of maturity. Giving shape to the community’s efforts is a 

framework for action defined by the global Plans of the Faith. This framework promotes 

the transformation of the individual in conjunction with social transformation, as two 

inseparable processes. Specifically, the courses of the institute are intended to set the 

individual on a path in which qualities and attitudes, skills and abilities, are gradually 

acquired through service—service intended to quell the insistent self, helping to lift the 

individual out of its confines and placing him or her in a dynamic process of community 

building.  Universal House of Justice 19 April 2013 to a small group of individual believers (unpublished)  

 

Discuss the above in your group and include the following: 

a. What is the relationship of the lover and the Beloved? 

b. How can we nurture this love for the Beloved? 

c. Identify ways we can increasingly obey the Laws of God. 

d. Describe the process of bringing ourselves to account each day. 

e. How does the community support us in our efforts? 

f. How does this letter address the oneness of humanity? 

g. What can you say about the tone the House of Justice uses in counselling us? 

 

 

 


